CENS TECHNOLOGY CAMP:
James San Jacinto Mountain Reserve

CENS Tech Camp is designed to expose CENS summer interns to CENS technology being used in the natural environment. This trip to the CENS test bed site at the James Reserve will give you a hands-on opportunity to work with CENS technology. We will meet at the CENS office in Boelter Hall 3563 at 9:00 am. We will proceed to the loading docks at 9:15 to load the vans and leave for the James Reserve (CENS test-bed site) shortly thereafter. We encourage you to use the bathroom before departure as the drive to Idyllwild is at minimum 2 hours.

We will provide you with sleeping accommodations (sleeping bag & mattresses) and meals. You can pack one small overnight bag for the trip. Please check the James Reserve website (http://www.jamesreserve.edu/factoids.html) for more details regarding the facility accommodations. Please plan to bring a long sleeve shirt and pants for protection against mosquitoes. You should also pack closed-toed walking shoes to hike around the reserve. We will arrive back at UCLA at approximately 5 pm Thursday, June 26th (depending on traffic).


Where: James Reserve Idyllwild, CA
54445 North Circle Drive
Idyllwild, CA 92549
909-659-3811

Schedule:

**Wednesday** (6/25/08):

9:00  Meet at CENS Office
10:00 Leave UCLA for James Reserve
12:00 – 1:00 Arrive James Reserve

Unload – get settled & Lunch

1:00 – 3:00 JR Walk (CENS test beds) with Richard Guy & Eric Graham
3:00 – 6:00 Field Work
6:00 – 7:00 Break
7:00 – 8:00 Dinner (Wes)
8:00 – 9:00 Social Activity (Wes)
9:00 - Bonfire (pending)

**Thursday** (6/26/08):

8:00 - 9:00 Breakfast
9:00 – 12:00 Hands-on field work
12:00 – 1:00 Lunch
1:00 – 1:30 Clean-up
2:00 Depart James Reserve
5:00 Arrive at UCLA-CENS

We encourage you to bring your laptop computers.